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5.5 POWER QUALITY ASPECTS - NONLINEAR and DOMESTIC LOADS 

With increasing the quantity of harmonics generating devices in power systems, 

the matter of their impact on the performance of system elements like induction motors, 

Personal laptop, CFL, Air Conditions and printers wants any assumption. The use of 

nonlinear loads is increasing day by day. This increasing use of nonlinear loads has 

created a lot of distortions in current and voltage waveforms. This enhanced power 

quality disturbances have result in numerous optimizations techniques and filter styles. 

Harmonic distortions are the main cause for power quality issues. About, of 60% in all 

over the globe are nonlinear loads. So, study of their conditions below serious harmonic 

contaminated networks would be attention-grabbing for understanding of that however 

we should always treat with the electrical load. For this analyzing the harmonics present 

in nonlinear loads is critical. Here a survey is formed to indicate details of harmonics gift 

in numerous nonlinear loads. The main objective of the electrical utility is to deliver 

curving voltage at fairly constant magnitude throughout their system. This objective is 

difficult by the actual fact that there are hundreds on the system that turn out harmonic 

currents. as a result of electrical devices that act as nonlinear loads draw current non 

dimensionality, they're accountable for injecting harmonic currents into the electricity 

network. Harmonics may be a lot of vital issue for the business, commerce and therefore 

the home shopper currently than it absolutely was many decades past. The equipment’s 

in laboratory area unit Compact Fluorescent Lamps (CFLs), Personal Computers, 

Laptops, Printers and Air Conditions wherever all of them is equally as harmonic vital. 

There are many causes of harmonics in a very facility. In distribution system, 

transformers area unit capable of producing harmonics thanks to core saturation. The 

consequences of harmonics on instrumentality are: extra heating and better insulator 

stress on the capacitors, interruption capability of circuit breakers, the electrical 

phenomenon of the conductors, scale back lamp life, activity errors in instrument 

like wattmeter, meter etc, heating, rhythmic torsion and noise on rotating machines. The 

value to finish users comes once the harmonic currents is additional to the traditional load 

and increase losses and loading on their distribution systems. The increased losses scale 

back the capability of the system, together with conductors, transformers. The increased 
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loading generates heat and accelerates the aging of power instrumentality, like 

transformers. 

Harmonic distortion isn't new and it constitutes at this time one among the most 

issues for engineers within the many stages of energy utilization inside the ability 

industry. Within the past, harmonics described less of a retardant because of the 

conservative style of power instrumentation and to the common use of delta-grounded 

wye connections in distribution electrical device. But, the increasing use of nonlinear 

loads in industry is keeping harmonic distortion in distribution networks on the increase. 

In a perfect power grid voltage and current waveforms are strictly curved. In practice, 

non-sinusoidal currents result once the current flowing through the load is nonlinearly 

involving the applied voltage. In an exceedingly straightforward circuit containing solely 

linear circuit components (resistance, inductance and capacitance), current that flows are 

proportional to the applied voltage. In order that it leads to an ac current flow. Things 

wherever the load is straightforward full wave rectifier, current flows only if the provision 

voltage exceeds that keep on the reservoir capacitance. It says that waveforms tend to 

distort from the sine wave and this is often the cause for harmonics. Non-linear loads 

produce harmonics by drawing current in abrupt short pulses, instead of in an exceedingly 

sleek curved manner. Power grid issues involving harmonics are rare however it's 

attainable for variety of undesirable effects to occur. High levels of harmonic distortion 

will cause many effects like enlarged electrical device, capacitor, motor or generator 

heating, false operation of equipment (which depends on voltage zero crossing detection 

or is sensitive to wave shape), incorrect readings on meters, false operation of protecting 

relays, interference with phone circuits, etc. Since harmonic distortion is caused by 

nonlinear components connected to the facility system, any device that has non- linear 

characteristics can cause harmonic distortion. samples of common sources of power grid 

harmonics, a number of that ne'er cause serious issues, are: electrical device saturation 

and influx, electrical device neutral connections, MMF distribution in AC rotating 

machines, arc furnaces, fluorescent lighting, pc switch mode power provides, battery 

chargers, imperfect AC sources, variable frequency motor drives (VFD), inverters, and 

tv power provides. 
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Figure 5.5.1 Degradation of network voltage due to non-linear load 

[Source: “Power Quality”, Philippe Ferracci, Page: 10] 

Due to the changes in the operating conditions and the rapid growth of advanced 

power conversion devices, electronics equipment’s, computers, office automation, air-

conditioning systems, adjustable speed heating ventilation can cause current distortions. 

This is due to increase in harmonics drastically. According to the Electric Power Research 

(EPR) in 1995, 35-40% of all electric power flows through electronic converters. All 

these devices are named as non-linear loads and become sources of harmonics. The 

measurement results for the several modern set of non- linear based on is tabulated in 

Table. A survey is done for various non -linear loads to know the levels of harmonics 

present in each load. 

These surveys are generally conducted with the objectives such as 

1. Identify the trends of harmonic distortion level present in the system, 

2. Identify the future trends of metering in the presence of non-sinusoidal current and 

voltage waveforms. And increased awareness and concern for customer's quality 

of service. 

CHARACTERISTICS AND MODELING OF EQUIPMENT 

One important step in harmonic analysis is to characterize and to model harmonic source 

and all components in system. As we know, the equipment’s in Power System Analysis 

& Control laboratory UniMAP are Compact Fluorescent Lamps (CFLs), personal 

computer, Television where all of them can be similarly as industry medium scale.  
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Each equipment can be modeled as follows: 

Personal Computer 

Personal computer has considerably contributed to harmonics issue by lowering 

voltage distribution system. The current THD for private pc exceed one hundred, because 

the results of high-level individual distortions introduced by the third and fifth harmonics. 

The full current drawn by laptop computer and its monitor is a smaller amount than two 

A, however a typical high-rise building will contain many hundred computers and 

monitors. The net impact of this on the full current harmonic distortion of a facility isn’t 

tough to examine. And in fig.3 & 4 shows the SIMULINK model of PC and their 

comparative harmonics distortion. 

Compact fluorescent lamp 

The CFL was the primary major advance to be a commercial success in small-scale 

lighting since the tungsten incandescent bulb. Fluorescent lamps are concerning two to 

four times as economical as incandescent lamps at manufacturing lightweight at the 

wavelengths that are helpful to helpful to humans. because of significant use of non-

linearity gas lamp, the fluorescent lamps that use magnetic or electronics ballast that are 

thought of as a major contributor to harmonic.  

Television 

Television receivers have power supplies which create current harmonics. Whilst 

the harmonic current levels are small in magnitude, the cumulative effect of large 

numbers of receivers can be significant. One way to examine the effect of television 

receivers on network harmonic levels is to monitor harmonic levels during periods of 

increased television viewing. 

Air conditioning 

Air conditioner makers have responded by exploring a range of technological 

innovations to extend the energy efficiency of their product. One example of innovation 

is that the variable speed cooling system, with enhanced efficiency gained by application 

of power electronics technology. The bulk of air conditioners contain a mechanical device 

driven by a single-speed induction motor, and exhibit mounted efficiency and cooling 

capability. Studies indicate that variable-speed air conditioners need four-hundredth less 
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energy than single speed air conditioners, and are capable of conjugation a given cooling 

load at well reduced energy prices. 

A survey of harmonics presents within the voltage associated current waveforms 

is conducted with an objective to understand {the existing the prevailing the present} 

level of harmonic distortion present within the installation and future trends. Harmonics 

injected by some terribly usually used nonlinear loads are studied. It's determined that 

important distortion within the current exists because of the employment of computers 

and alternative electronic equipment’s in residential and industrial areas too. Increasing 

use of those equipment’s could end in serious issues in close to future. the present 

distortion differs wide from one section to the next. Although, voltage distortion is 

recorded below the suitable limit, however it's found higher than the counseled limit at 

the places of high current distortion, because it depends on the circuit resistivity 

additionally as harmonic generation characteristics. important distortion within the 

current is recorded at client finish with high share of fifth and seventh harmonic elements. 

Though numerous optimization techniques are present, analysis is being in deep trouble 

the simplest eliminated results of THD. 

 


